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ABSTRACT

1 INTRODUCTION

Novice students face difficulties to
understand problems and transform the
problems using problem solving techniques.
A novel model based on agents has been
designed to assist novices in computational
problem solving. This paper focus from the
very first step starting from a problem given
in text form and producing the Problem
Analysis Chart (PAC), Hierarchy Input
Process Output (HIPO) chart, Input Process
Output (IPO) chart, flowchart and algorithm.
This model consists of two modules namely
the Problem Solving Comprehension
Module and the Assignment Module. The
main role of agents in the Problem Solving
Comprehension Module is to extract
information, transform to problem solving
documents and generate module number.
This module consists of six agents – GUI,
PAC, HIPO, IPO, flowchart and algorithm
agents. The main role of agents in the
Assignment Module is interaction with the
user. This module consists of four agents –
GUI, Novice, Assessment and Guidance
agents. The model is tested with three
different problems and proved that the
proposed extraction algorithm worked
accurately.

Problem solving techniques is one of the
earliest topics taught to novice students
in the computer programming course. In
University Putra Malaysia, extra time is
allocated to teach the problem solving
topic. Understanding a problem clearly
is very important for novices before
writing the actual program source codes.
However, based on experience, most of
these students find it very difficult to
understand the problem given and
transform them using problem solving
techniques.
Problems
that
are
misinterpreted by novices may cause an
incorrect result and misconceptions of
the programming concepts. This may
also lead to programming errors and
bugs. Previous researches have focused
on various techniques to enhance the
comprehension of novices in problem
solving [1], [2], [3].
Software agents have the potential to
facilitate in the learning and teaching
process. Agents have been widely
applied in various applications such as
interactive
tutoring
[4],
medical
diagnosis system [5] and image analysis
[6]. Featuring four properties namely
autonomy, pro-activeness, reactivity and
social ability, agents have assisted
humans
in
searching,
providing
information and decision making.
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Due to the difficulties of novices to map
a problem given to problem solving
techniques, an agent based model is
proposed to help them. Instructors are
also expected to gain advantage from the
proposed model to assist them in
teaching. We introduced a novel
intelligent agent paradigm based on the
Belief, Desire and Intention (BDI)
architecture to perform a mapping of a
computational problem to produce
problem solving documents. These
problem solving documents will be
elaborated in further sections.
This paper consists of six sections. The
second section explains about the
previous works that are related to our
research. Then, the proposed agent
conceptual model is described in section
three. Next, section four, present the
experimental results which test the
proposed model with three different
problems. This is followed by section
five the gives a discussion of the
proposed model. Lastly, section five
concludes the paper and provides briefs
suggestions for future works.
2 RELATED RESEARCH
Conventional computational problem
solving techniques consists of flow
chart, algorithm, structure chart, NassiShneiderman chart and Warnier-Orr
diagram. Researchers have designed
visualization tools that integrate problem
solving techniques to help novices in
program comprehension. Several of
them are VIP for C++ [7], Ville [8] and
Planani [9] for multiple different
languages. These tools are based on
source code level that assumed students
already have programming knowledge.
Another tool which is close to the source
code level is RAPTOR [10] that enables
students to construct flow charts and the

tool will visualize them by showing the
content of variables and arrays.
A system that adopts kick-start
activation was introduced in the
beginning
of
an
introductory
programming course to provide the deep
structure of programming before the
surface structure by making the students
solve different kinds of problem [11].
Simulation game is another visualization
tool
that
assists
students
in
computational problem solving [12].
Authors proposed Zoom Visual Flow
(ZViF) Technique that represents source
code in graphical views based on
different shapes and colors of Action
Icons Control Constructs (AICOS)
notations [13].
A 3De synergetic program visualization
tool was designed to help novice
students to view programming stages
starting from designing problem solving,
developing code and validating logical
flow of the program through visualizing
multi level of program abstraction [14].
The mentioned visualization tools do not
utilize multi agent interactions in their
design. Multi agent interactions are
software systems that contain more than
one agent which communicate with each
other. Software agents are reactive
systems and able to work in inaccessible,
non-deterministic,
dynamic
and
continuous environments compared to
functional systems (e.g. a compiler).
Therefore, they are more flexible than
functional systems where they can make
decisions
autonomously
in
the
mentioned environments.
Several works support visualization with
agents
to
visualize
pseudo-code
language [15], visualize expression in C
[16] and visualize object parameters
[17]. Social agents are used to support
the
understanding
of
program
visualization through discussion with
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user and explanation from the agent
[15]. [16] adapt the level of details in the
visualizations based on the learner’s
knowledge and focus on topic that are
not understood by the user. An approach
to change visualization parameters for
example shape, colors and style is used
to help novices in programming [17].
Jeliot 3 [18] integrates multi agents
namely Student Agent, Record Agent,
Modelling Agent, Learning Object
Agent and Evaluation Agent to provide
dynamic and adaptive learning materials
to individual users.
Designing multi-agent system requires
knowledge on the role of agents. Besides
autonomous features, agents are
designed to interact with human or
systems,
synthesize
information,
monitor, negotiate and coordinate.
Agents and Artificial Intelligence (AI)
are associated to each other. Several
research have integrated agents with
fuzzy logic for information extraction
[19], controller design [20], healthcare
[21], manipulator systems [22], decision
making [23].
The mentioned tools differ from the
proposed model in terms of the
architectural design. To date, no other
visualization problem solving tools have
modeled agents as what has been
proposed. The uniqueness of the design
will be explained further in the next
section. The feature of agents as problem
solvers
and
capability
to
act
independently is appropriate to aid
novices in computational problem
solving.
3 PROPOSED CONCEPTUAL
MODEL
The proposed tool focuses on novice
students that do not have any
background in programming.

The scenario is as follows. It starts from
a simple problem or exercise given to
students in text form. The students are
required to understand the problem and
transform the problem to problem
solving documents consisting of a PAC,
HIPO Chart, IPO Chart, Flowchart and
Algorithm. These problem solving
documents are related to one another.
The PAC is based on the problem, the
HIPO is based on the PAC, the IPO is
based PAC and HIPO, the flowchart and
algorithm is based on the IPO. The data
that are related will be explained in
detail shortly. Therefore, a clear
understanding on the problem given is
vital. This is to avoid or reduce any
programming errors or bugs during
program development.
Our proposed model consists of two
modules namely Problem Solving
Comprehension Module and Assignment
Module as shown in Figure 1. The
agents are modeled using Prometheus
notation [24], [25].
The Problem Solving Comprehension
Module provides a database containing
various example problems in computer
programming based on the most basic
course
syllabus:
fundamental
programming,
selections,
loops,
methods, arrays, objects and classes and
strings and text input/output. The role of
agent in the Problem Solving
Comprehension Module is to extract
current information starting from the
problem given in text form, transform
the information to problem solving
documents and generate module number.
Six agents are needed to perform these
tasks namely, GUI Agent, PAC Agent,
HIPO Agent, IPO Agent, Flowchart
Agent and Algorithm Agent. The
extraction algorithm proposed in [26]
and fuzzy logic will be integrated in
these agent actions. The GUI Agent is
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the interface that will be used by the user
to interact with other agents. There is a
communication from agents marked as *
to the GUI Agent in Figure 1. The
arrows are not shown in Figure 1 due to
limited
spaces.
These
agents
communicate with each other by sending
data/messages
keywords,
input/Process/Output (I/P/O), module
number and process.
The Assignment Module provides a
database containing exercise to be
solved by novices. The exercise covers
all the topics mentioned in the Problem
Solving Comprehension Module. The
roles of agents in the Assignment
Module are mainly for interaction with
the user starting from obtaining the
students background, guiding the
students and evaluate the students’ level.
The agents designed for this module
consists of GUI Agent, Guidance Agent,
Novice Agent and Assessment Agent.
The function of the GUI Agent in this
module is the same as the function of
GUI Agent in the Problem Solving
Comprehension Module. These agents
also communicate with each other by
sending data/messages – student
information,
student
current
status/background,
student
level/performance and guide students in
certain topic.
The agents in the proposed system are
practical reasoning agents based on the
standard BDI architecture. The Jason
AgentSpeak interpreter is used to
implement the agents [27].
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Figure 1. Proposed Computational Problem
Solving Conceptual Model
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Currently, we are in the initial stage of
our research. We started designing and
coding
the
Problem
Solving
Comprehension Module consisting of
the GUI Agent and the PAC Agent.
Figure 2 shows the class diagrams of
these
agents.
The
ProblemSolvingAgentGUI extends the
AgArch class and communicates with
the guiAgent and pacAgent. The
ProblemSolvingAgentGUI constructor
displays the interface containing a button
that is used by the novice to start the
problem understanding process. The act
method executes an action and the
stopAg is called by the infrastructure tier
when the agent is about to be killed.

AgArch

ProblemSolvingAgentGUI
+ ProblemSolvingAgentGUI( )
+ act(ActionExec ac,List<ActionExec> fb)
+stopAg( ): void
+ process( ): void

The process method in Figure 2 is
explained further in Figure 3 which is
the proposed extraction algorithm.
process( ) algorithm
1. read problem from example problems
database
2. read the problem token by token and store
in an array, a
3. initialize j to 1
4. loop (j < array length a)
4.1 if (a[j] = = ”keyA”)
4.1.1 extract and display wordA  dataA
4.2 if (a[j] = = “keyB”)
4.2.1 extract and display wordB  dataB
4.3 if (a[j] = = “keyC”)
4.3.1 extract and display wordC  dataC
4.4 if (a[j] = = ”keyD”)
4.4.1 extract and display wordD  procD
4.5 if (a[j] = = “keyE”)
4.5.1 extract and display wordE  procE
4.6 if (a[j] = = “keyF”)
4.6.1 extract and display wordF  procF
4.7 if (a[j] = = ”keyG”)
4.7.1 extract and display wordG  outG
4.8 if (a[j] = = “keyH”)
4.8.1 extract and display word2  outH
4.9 if (a[j] = = “keyI”)
4.9.1 extract and display wordI  out
j++
end loop
5. print the PAC

Figure 3. Extraction Algorithm

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

guiAgent

pacAgent

The proposed model is tested with three
different problem statements. These
problems are written in text form. The
problems are given as follows and the
results are illustrated in Figures 4, 5 and
6 respectively. Figure 7 shows the user
interface controlled by the novice to
understand the problems that are stored
in the Example Problems database.

Figure 2. Agent Class Diagram
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Problem 1: Write a Problem Analysis
Chart (PAC) to read test1 and test2 of a
student. Calculate using the formulas
sum=test1+test2 and average=sum/2.
Display average.
Problem 2: Write a PAC to get length
and width of a rectangle. Calculate the
area of the rectangle using the equation
area=lengthXwidth. Print area.
Problem 3: Write a PAC to input
totalbill and payment by a customer in a
supermarket.
Calculate
changedue=payment-totalbill of the
customer.
Output
totalbill
and
changedue.

Figure 6. PAC Problem 3

Figure 7. User Interface

5 DISCUSSION

Figure 4. PAC Problem 1

Figure 5. PAC Problem 2

Our proposed model has been tested
using the three different problems
mentioned and succeeded to produce the
accurate results. This is shown by the
results in Figures 4, 5 and 6 indicating
Data, Processing and Output where the
keywords in the problems given in text
form are extracted correctly. The results
also illustrate communication between
guiAgent and pacAgent that demonstrate
knowledge representation by these
agents which shows visualization
features.
In our research work, we are using the
existing conventional problem solving
techniques. Our contribution is mainly
on the novel model that is different from
other visualization problem solving
model. In addition, the extract, transform
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and generate algorithms in the Problem
Solving Comprehension Module; and
capture novice background, evaluate and
guide in the Assignment Module are also
the contributions in this research work.
Furthermore, we intend to incorporate
fuzzy logic in our model. We are
currently in the process of extending the
design and coding of the algorithms
mentioned using Jason AgentSpeak [27],
an agent programming language which
is built on top of the Java programming
language.
This model represents agents that exhibit
the reactive, proactive and social ability
features. These features can aid novices
that face difficulties in computational
problem solving, as problem solving is
very important not only in the computer
science field but also other fields such as
medical, engineering and business.
Moreover, this model can enhance the
students’ computational problem solving
skills.
6 CONCLUSION
WORKS

AND FUTURE

A model based on agents has been
created
to
assist
students
in
computational problem solving. The
Problem
Solving
Comprehension
Module function is for extraction,
transformation and module number
generation. The Assignment Module is
for interaction with the user. The agent
in the Problem Solving Comprehension
Module consists of GUI, PAC, HIPO,
IPO, flowchart and algorithm agents.
The agent in the Assignment Module
consists of the GUI, Novice, Assessment
and Guidance agents. The initial model
is evaluated using three different
problem statements and produced
accurate results. In addition, the
proposed model illustrates visualization,

communication
and
knowledge
representation features by software
agents.
For future works, the design and coding
of the whole model that has been built
will be implemented. In addition, the
proposed extraction algorithm will be
extended to provide more keywords to
cover a wide problem statement which is
associated to the data stored in the
Example Problems database. Moreover,
the
proposed
problem
solving
visualization tool will be integrated with
a program development tool based on
agents.
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